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Yugoslavians unable to attend symposium
By Susan Hathaway
Due to apparent political suppression, two noted Yugoslavian
scholars have been prevented by their
government from attending a symposium organized by SJSU President
John H. Bunzel.
Bunzel told the Spartan Daily
Tuesday the passports of Mihajlo
Mihajlov and Milovan Djilas, both
leading Yugoslavian intellectuals and
critics of the regime, were withheld to
keep them from speaking at the weeklong meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science, presently being held in San

Francisco.
They have been critics of the heavy
hand of orthodoxy." Bunzel said, and
presumably it was for this reason they
were prevented from attending the
ironically,
entitled,
symposium
and
Forbidden
of
"Problems
Discouraged Knowledge."
Bunzel is chairman and organizer of
this event, scheduled for today and
tomorrow at the Sheraton Palace Hotel.
Bunzel has been contacted by both
the San Francisco Chronicle and the
New York Times for information about
this second incident of Communist
intellectual suppression. The first such

incident was when famous Russian
writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn was
recently banished from the Soviet
Union for his views.
On Tuesday, Bunzel received a
telegram from Djilas ’which said:
’Honored by your invitation. I cannot
leave my country because the officials
confiscated my passport."
According to Bunzel, Djilas, 63, "is
the Solzhenitsyn of Yugoslavia,"
having long been a critic of some
aspects of communism. Bunzel added
that Djilas wrote a bookas did the
Solzhenitsyn
exiled
recently
concerning Stalin’s forced labor camps.

The other well known Yugoslavian
writer and scholar, Mihajlov, 39, was
also prevented by authorities from
attending the symposium. Bunzel said
Mihajlov, an outspoken critic of
Stalinism and Tito’s brand of communism "will hopefully submit a paper
to the symposium" which Bunzel will
read.
However, Bunzel is far from certain
if even this will be allowed by
Yugoslavian officials.
Bunzel said, "These two men are
considered very serious threats to
totalitarian governments," which is
why they are being muzzled. He added

that the probable topics of their lectures during the symposium would
have been "The Denial of Freedom"
an outright challenge to the
Yugoslavian government.
Bunzel
explained
that
both
Yugoslavians had written frankly about
dissent, "the special kind of dissent that
would fit in with our symposium."
We are the poorer for this
development," he added.
Due to their views Bunzel said Djilas
and Mihajlov have both spent time in
prison. Mihalloy was released in 1970
after serving three and a half years for
"hostile
propaganda"
against

Yugoslavia.
Although Yugoslavia thinks of itself
as the most tolerant of the Communist
Eastern bloc countries, according to
Bunzel, "Yugoslavia is not tolerant of
scholarly freedom."
He added that this incident was just
"another example of the fact that
certain values we take for granted here
in the West are not available to men like
Djilas and Mihajlov."
Bunzel is sending a cable to the
Yugoslavian
ambassador
in
Washington asking him to intercede in
this affair, even though Bunzel doubts
this will change the outcome.
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A.S. budget proposal stirs controversy
By George Fuller
The tentative budget plan for 1974-75 was referred to the budget committee at the
A.S. Council meeting yesterday.
The A.S. budget proposal was prepared by Ruth Leonardi, A.S. President.
"The Constitution," said Leonardi, "directs me to present a balanced budget to
the council so they may refer it to committee.
"This is a balanced budget," he said.
A.S. councilman Furouz Sedarat at first objected to the referal process, but later
supported the process.
"I believe the council should perhaps wait a week before referring this budget,"
he said. "Then we can publicize the committee meetings and give other people a
chance to submit their own budgets."
"In this way," he continued, "the budget committee will not be influenced by
receiving just one budget."
Leonardi immediately responded to Sedarat’s statements.

Two-cent postal increase

slated to begin Saturday
The eight-cent letter and the 11 -cent
airmail stamp will become a thing of
the past staring this weekend.
At 12:01 Saturday morning, the U.S.
Postal Service will enact a two-cent
increase on all postage rates.
According to Ray Buchner, San Jose
postal customer service clerk, letters
will be mailed for 10 cents, air mail
items for 13 cents. Postcards in regular
mail will go from six to eight cents and
airmail cards from nine to 11 cents.
Packaged mail will also feel the effects of the increase. For example, a
one- to two-pound package mailed
locally will increase from 60 cents to 61
cents. If that same package were
destined for New York, it would increase from $1.05 to $1.25.
Buchner pointed out that a 50-pound
local package will rise from $1.80 to
$2.39. The same package to New York
will increase in postal price from $11.15
to $12.73 on the sliding scale.
"The postal service feels that with
this final increase we can make ends
meet," Buchner said.
The postal worker explained postal
rate increases originally were
scheduled for Jan. 5 of this year.
However, the Cost of Living Council
ordered a delay.
The higher denomination stamps had
already been printed and an extra
printing of the old eight- and 10-cent
stamps was necessitated.
"The mail is just now becoming more
efficient with less and less mistakes,"
Buchner said. He explained the postal
service initiated many new ideas in
machinery and organization when it
took over the previously governmentowned service five years ago. Accor-

ding to Buchner, results are beginning
to take effect.
The postal customer has not been
well informed of the March increase,
Buchner said. Because of this, the
public is in a dilemma not knowing
when the increase is to be expected.
"We are getting calls all the time by
people wondering what happened to the
increase and when it can be expected,"
the clerk said.
He said the postal service by law can
not make a profit. The main effort is
simply that each stamp should pay for
the cost of the letter in order to break
even.
He added federal income taxes
frequently ended up compensating for
postal deficits. However, the service’s
government subsidy has greatly
diminished and the thrust is now "to
give good service at cost."
Buchner warned that the increase in
rates probably will cause a mail rush,
particularly by corporations using bulk
mailing rates.
He said the public cannot expect to
receive refunds on their eight- and 10cent stamps.
Any letter bearing the old postage
rate after 12:01 a.m. Saturday will be
delivered. However, it will be market
"postage due" and the recipient will be
asked to pay the extra postage.
He emphasized that, as in the past,
the Internal Revenue Service and
Pacific Telephone will not pay postage
due on any mail received
Buchner anticipated complaints
concerning the rate increase but
pointed out that increasing costs for the
consumer are a reflection of increasing
costs for the postal department also.

"This is a ridiculous bureacratic line," said Leonardi. "I recommend that you
just get on with it."
Greg Soulds, A.S. business manager, explained not everyone can submit a
budget.
"You don’t just walk in to the committee and present a budget," said Soulds.
"Budget proposals should have been in by December."
Sedarat explained, "there is no reason why any student can’t walk in and present
a budget. We should make it known to all students that the budget committee is
meeting and they are welcome to submit any budgets they like."
The council then unanimously voted to refer Leonardi’s budget to committee.
In the continuation of last week’s meeting the council voted to override two
vetoes announced last week by Leonardi.
Leonard’ had vetoed a $100 allocation to the Student Community Learning
Experience (SCALE) and a $500 allocation to the Women’s Health Center.
According to Rick Marks, A.S. vice president, the council had recessed "in order

to avoid any technical problems involved in overriding presidential vetoes."
According to Leonard’, he had vetoed the SCALE allocation because Bob Martin
dean of student services, had assured him he (Martin) would cover the $100. The
$500 allocation to the Women’s Health Center, according to I konardi, was vetoed
because only $300 of the $500 allocation was underwritten. Leonard’ wanted the
complete allocation underwritten.
Greg Druehl, of SCALE, told the council he had received a memo from Martin,
saying the money was not available.
The council then voted to override both executive vetoes.
Last week’s council meeting, after Leonardi presented his budget, he asked the
council members if they had seen the memo Druehl had spoken of. The council
members said they had not.
Leonardi then produced a memo, from Martin dated yesterday, promising, to
pick up the $100 allocation to SCALE.
The council then voted to withdraw its earlier action and to support Leonardi’s
veto.

Leader describes free speech movement

Bettina Aptheker, leader of Berkeley movement

By Gail Wesson
Bettina Aptheker, leader of the
Berkeley Free Speech Movement in the
60s, said yesterday she sees the
movement as a "living, vibrant, and
meaningful experience" rather than
something of the past.
Before a group of approximately 100
students in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room,
Aptheker retold the history of the
beginnings of the student movement
and how the movement united students
with people in the community to accomplish their goals.
"It wasn’t so much the tangible gains
of the Free Speech Movement, although
we won those and made significant
changes," she explained. "But it was
the remarkable spirit and strength of
the people" that was the movement.
Aptheker said she sees the student
movement not originating in the Free
Speech Movement but in "the so-called
silent generation" during the early civil
rights movement.
If any incident can be seen as the
beginning of the student movement, she
said she believes it was in Greenboro,
N.C., in 1960 when four Blacks were
refused service at a lunch counter.
Aptheker cited various civil rights
demonstrations as being forerunners of
the student movement, but said that the
1963 Bay of Pigs invasion attempt and
other events at the time focused the
movement.
"You can see the momentum of this
movement developing as a convergence of the student movement with
what had been the civil rights
movement," she explained.
There was an upsurge of interest
stemming from the civil rights
demonstrations and "a real sense of not
only fear, but loss of control over one’s

own life," she said, "and a sense of
powerlessness."
After a San Francisco sit-in at a
drive-in restaurant with allegedly
practices
discriminatory hiring
received publicity which led to its
owner’s loss of a mayorality race,
Aptheker explained, "students for the
first time joined the community, and
discovered that they were not as
powerless as they thought they were."
She described the subsequent events
in Berkeley during the Free Speech
Movement beginning in September 1965
and the increasing participation of
people from many different groups.
"Each year you involve more and
more people," she said. "People felt
they could actually affect change if
they were united with a common
purpose and a common goal."
When 814 people were arrested Dec.
2, 1964, for sitting in at the administration building, some reports
said it was a mob. Aptheker, speaking
of the motivation involved, said, "You
can’t get people to move or do what
they want to do unless they see their
own self interest."
Aptheker said this self interest came
out in subsequent hearings when people
listed personal reasons for involvement.
"It was beautiful," she said.
It was a "spirit or community" that
makes the free speech movement
living, not as a replica or mysterious
archeological remnent but as a living
experience, she said.
Aptheker’s lecture was part of the
Social Awareness Forum which offers
speakers and films of current events. It
is sponsored by the A.S. Program
Commission.

Police crack down on 55 mph violaters
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California Highway patrolman watches for sdeed violators

By Janet Parker
California Highway Patrol CHI)
and San Jose Police will be more alert
than ever of speed violaters as the 55
mile per hour speed limit enters its
third month.
Police in both law enforcement
agencies have been told to strictly
enforce the nationally imposed 55 mph
limit, enacted Jan. 1.
Sgt. Bob Flores, CHP traffic’ division,
said the number of tickets given
depends on the individual officer on
patrol.
’.However, we have a lot less
tolerance than last yenr at this time" he
said. "It’s a pretty new thing so people
generally aren’t adhering to it too
well."
The officer said most concern will be
for drivers exceeding 60 mph althrough
tickets could conceiveably be given to a
driver traveling at 56 mph.
Stricter enforcement also is the trend
by the San Jose Police, according to
Traffic’ Sgt. Bill Gergurich.
The officer pointed out there are only

a few roadways within the city that fall
into the 55 mph category The one of
particular importance is the Monterey
Highway from Ford Road near the IBM
plant south to Morgan Hills, a distance
of approximately 10 miles.
"There’s been a dramatic effect on
the Monterey Highway," Gergurich
said. "Speeds are definitely down from
a year ago."
A speeding ticket can be an expensive
penalty. According to a San Jose
Municipal Court spokesman.
Speeding ticket fines for 55 mile zone
are on a firmly established scale.
Ticket fines are based on $2 for every
mile above the speed limit from 56 to 65
m.p.h. and $3 for every additional mph
above 65. The cost of a ticket for 60 mph
would be $10, $20 for 65 mph, $35 for 70
mph, and $50 for 75 mph.
If a driver is apprehended at speeds
beyond 75, he will be issued a mandatory court appearnace.
Fear of a ticket may be having an
effect. A San Jose Research and
Development spokesman said there

were a total of 2791 speeding arrests in
San Jose during January last year
while there were only 2367 in January
this year.
Both officers noted that accidents
have decreased on enforcement routes
since Jan. 1 although there is no way to
determine if the reduced speeds are a
contributing factor at this time.
CHP Sgt. Flores noted speed rates
generally fluctuate As soon as drivers
become accustomed to the limit,
human nature causes them to sway
away from the restriction and stricter
enforcement is again necessary .
He added that many persons have
reported to the CHP that the new speed
limit allows for "more peaceful
driving."
SJSU students report little notice of
any stricter enforcement of the speed
limit now. However, several said it is
frustrating to wait up to three hours for
gasoline and then not be able to drive
fast to reach a desired destination.
see page three
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C. Fehrenha(her
How much do you know about the status of young
faculty members as hired personnel of this university? Have you heard of university plans regarding the
future status of such young teachers? Is university
policy policy on this matter going to adversely affect
the quality of education which you, or future students,
are going to receive?
The most recent statement of administration policy
has the following look to it:
As a long-term goal, all schools ( humanities, social
sciences, business, etc.) within the university will
be subject to a 75 per cent -25 per cent rule.Twentyfive per cent of the faculty in each school will be
hired on a temporary basis only. There will be
almost no chance, however well qualified, for these
temporary teachers to obtain a probationary status
( the level preceding a tenured position.)
The temporary appointments will be for a duration
of at most two years. In many cases, such appointments will be for one year only.
In schools where the temporary positions are less
than 25 per cent of the total, two procedures could
be used to increase that percentage without increasing the total itself:
la ; Probationary faculty members would not
be granted tenure, would be "released,"
and that probationary position would
become a temporary position.
b When a tenured faculty member retires,
that permanent position would become a
temporary position.
In schools where the temporary positions are more
than 25 per cent of the total, one procedure could be
used to decrease that percentage ( without increasing the number of "permanent" positions, an
apparant goal of the administration):
(a ) Short-term contracts of current nontenured faculty would not be renewed.
One gets the feeling that this university wants to be
able to contract its faculty membership if student
enrollment declines, the current college bugaboo now
that Vietnam and the military draft are "gone." Once
more, stupidity appears in the disguise of wisdom.
The outcome of administrative policy will be quite
likely the declining enrollment which it is fearfully
forecasting. Given the implementation of administrative policy, that is, we can expect a scenario
involving the the following aspects, amongst others.
First, young faculty members currently teaching
here-many of the excellent-will be summarily given
notice as of the conclusion of their contract. This
already appears to be taking place. Teachers who
were enticed here and who operated under the

reasonable belief that they might achieve a permanent status will find that such a belief was only a
crual illusion.
Second, with temporary faculty members becoming
as one person has observed, a new kind of migrant
work-force, there will be a sharp decline in the continuity of teaching in all schools. By the time these
temporary teachers get a bit settled, begin to get a feel
for the needs of the students, begin to get ideas as to
the best texts and best classroom procedures, they
will be on the way out. The value of specific on-the-job
experience will be continaully liquidated.
Third, the quality of education will decline as
regards the temporary teachers themselves. Will we
receive high quality performance from faculty
members who know for certain they are going to be
canned at the end of a semester or two or four? From
those who must constantly be searching for future
positions? Don’t count on it.
And will the more qualified candidates apply for
positions that are self-liquidating after one or two
years? Don’t count on that either. Less qualfied and
less interested persons with less time on their hands
will make up 25 per cent of the university faculty. And
as in the past, they will be teaching an even higher
percentage of the classes than the 25 per cent which
they represent.
Finally, one can expect students to react to the
deteriorating situation. If milk is going bad we don’t
drink it. If the quality of education is going bad, who’s
going to buy it? Obviously, fewer people and people
less motivated.
If the scent of the future as suggested here is at all
correct, then administration policy smells bad. If the
stench is bad enough, the "stinkees" out to present
grievances to the "stinkers." In this case, it would
seem wise for students to:
Gather some information from some of the young
faculty members with whom they are acquainted.
Pressure the Student Council towards a stand on
the issue. Write some letters to administration
officials at this university (or get their parents to
do the same.)
Write some letters to members of the California
State Legislature ( or get their parents to do the
same.)
Is it just for all taxpayers of California to be paying
for an educational system in which twice as much
money per student is being utilized by the U.C. system
as by the California state university system? Is it wise
to emplement policies which will degrade, rather than
upgrade, the quality of education at San Jose State?
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The Lowe-Down

Editor:
Last semester, I paid for and
attended a class in Dudley
Moorhead Hall in wich the
professor and well over threefourths of the class continued to
smoke cigarettes in spite of the fact
that I made it known several times
that cigarette smoke makes me
physically sick. Several times I
had to leave class because the
breathing situation was intolerable.
While I sympathize with the
problems of those who have
allowed themselves to become
addicted to tobacco, I feel that it is
their problem and my school work
and health should not have to suffer
because of it. Is it not true, also,
that smoking is prohibited in
Dudley Moorhead Hall? Why, then,
is it such a shock when I ask people
to please not smoke?
It seems that those persons who
choose to smoke ought to be willing
to accept the responsibility for
that. If smoking is forbidden in
class ( as, indeed, it ought to be)
then they and not the non-smokers
should leave the classroom or defer
their need until the class break.
After all, I assume we are all
adults.
At the end of the semester, when
our professor asked us to evaluate
the class, I realized that it had been
quite a good class generally, but
that most of the time I had been so
miserable as to be unable to get
much out of the lectures or to put
much into the discussions. I
resolved to find out if something
can and will be done to remedy this
situation, to protect non-smokers
from being unwilling recipients of
tobacco -poisoned air while we

attempt to get an education.
Scientific research from a wide
variety of sources has indicated
that unsmoked tobacco smoke is
probably more harmful to people’s
health than the small amount that
the smoker inhales. Don’t you think
I have a right to be free of this
pollution while attending classes?
Can professors be required to
instruct their students to leave the
classrooms to indulge in their
poison?
What is being done about this?
What will be done about it? I am
not the only one who suffers. I want
to hear from you immediately as to
what the real policy of this school is
regarding the rights of students
and others here to breathe air
instead of tobacco smoke while in
class. This is very important. I
await your answer.
Carol Ann Pulskamp

Computer car pools
Editor:
Our new CAR )computerassisted registration), scheduled to
take effect in the fall of ’74, has
greater "assistance potential"
than perhaps has been realized.
The CAR system might help
SJSU student commuters, by
providing each student with a
print-out of those commuters
closest to him and with the most
similar time schedules.
commuting
interested
An
student would, after having
completed his class schedule,
indicate his desire to join a car pool
and mail in all forms in the

proposed fashion. The computer,
after scheduling his classes and
having scanned his address, would
begin comparison of class tin’o
schedules of closest student
commuters.
Names and telephone numbers of
other commuters would be listed in
order of desirability (correspondence of time and proximity) on a
computer print-out.
This print-out, along with the
regular schedule confirmation
print-out, would be mailed to the
student. This system might also be
adapted for faculty and staff use.
Dino Papoutsis

Treber defended
Editor:
Is there not one among you who
will stand in defense of Jerry
Treber? Here is a student who, in
the tradition of Edison, gave fully
his life to the pursuit of knowledge.
He has been charged with
possession of unauthorized keys to
a university building.
Granted, this is a crime, but of
what sort? Did he use the keys to
ransack the building? Did he
vandalize the premises? No! All he
did was set up a scientific
laboratory in which he could
conduct experiments.
The rooms were abandoned. Why
should such space be wasted,
fallowed, when someone with the
urge to seek knowledge needs a
laboratory?
In this day of the megacorporation, one assumes thi.. one
man cannot accomplish any great
deeds, as once was the case. Ms:be
the reason is that one man is not
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Faculty object of discrimination
-

Shock, disbelief, and moral
outrage. This is the way most SJSU
students would react if they
learned that discrimination
against minorities was being
practiced by the administration in
its faculty hiring policies. Yet this
policy may be beginning under our
very noses.
This was the message that Kathy
Rebello’s front page article
disclosed in the Spartan Daily’s
Feb. 26 issue.
It all began in a bizarre, Jack
Anderson-type fashion, with the
passing of a memo from Academic
Vice President Hobert Burns office
in mid-September.
The contents of the memo
revealed that an "interim"
( unofficial) policy had been
established, which would result in
the dismissal of most of the temporary faculty members at the
close of this academic year.
The majority of the temporary

Letters to the editor
.timnking. baz.nrd

-

faculty are either minorities,
women or young.
The plan is known as a "75-25 per
cent policy," and will mean that 25
per cent of the SJSU faculty will be
told to "move on" every two years.
Guess which 25 per cent will be
forced to leave?
This new policy will be an abrupt
change from the 90-10 per cent
tenure policy which has been used
in the past.
Particularly shocking is the fact
that it was just a few years ago that
the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare put its foot
down over this very same thing.
Responding to unfair hiring
practices, HEW came up with its
"Affirmative Action Program"
which was designed to bring more
permanent
minorities
into
teaching positions. I wonder what
they’re going to think of this new
SJSU policy, especially as it will
mean that practically NO new
permanent hiring will be done any
more on this campus, but rather,

Fred Lowe
two-year "crumbs" will be thrown
instead.
As students we should be very
concerned about this policy
change, as it directly affects the
quality of our education. After all,
how much will we honestly be able
to expect from 25 per cent of our
instructors, knowing that they will
be lecturing with one eye on us and
the other in the Help Wanted
section.
More infuriating is the fact that
we as students were never even
consulted about this. Shouldn’t we
at least be given the right to decide
through the ballot box what we
think of so serious decision?
Under the guise of "molding the
number and status of faculty to a
declining student enrollment,"
won’t these people in fact speed
this process up?
It is the intention of this column
to open a dialogue with readers
over issues affecting our lives. I
encourage you to send your views
to me in care of this paper.

Point of view
given a chance to prove himself.
Have we come so far into the age
of anti -intelligence and anti personalism that we cannot
tolerate the maverisk running free
in our midst; that we cannot allow
the individual to triumph over the
status quo; that we cannot permit
men like Jerry Treber to work in
peace, so that maybejust
maybethey might, in some tiny,
temporal way, contribute to the
store of man’s knowledge?
Perhaps we cannot.
Perhaps we are so far down the
road to destruction that free man
must fall to the ant-like mentality
of conformity. I salute you, Jerry
Treber, bastion of freedom.
Victor Koman

SJSU lacks security

The discovery that SJSU student
Jerry Treber had been living in the
basement of the old Physical
Science Building for nearly one
year raises serious questions
concerning security on this
campus.
Treber, 19, adopted the abandoned classrooms last spring in
order to conduct scientific experiments. He eventually moved a
cot into the room in the fall
semester.
The young man also "borrowed"
equipment, some of it worth more
than $1,000, from various science
classrooms and used it in his living
quarters.
The student now faces charges
against him by SJSU
.1.S. misuse funds pressed
campus security.
It is apparent that persons who
work in that building and those
responsible for the security of it,
Editor:
failed to fulfill an important duty to
It seems that the A.S. Council has the college, its students and
great concern for the students of faculty.
SJSU.
Treber told the Spartan Daily
At a time when there is a shor- many persons confronted him
tage of funds for SJSU activities, concerning his authority to use the
the council has allocated $2,400 to classes during the time he was
the Centro Cultural de la Gente, an there. Among them were faculty,
off-campus organization.
custodians and other students.
It’s blatant misue of the A.S. However, Treber’s excuses were
funds ( which we support) that taken at face value. No further
causes our fees to be raised yearly, questions were asked although
and causes many students to what he was doing was obviously
support the bill in Sacramento unsupervised.
which would make fees voluntary.
Serious concerns also arise
I feel most students would prefer concerning how Treber managed
that our monies be kept on campus to secure keys to the building. This
and not given to any organization campus can not afford to allow it to
which asks for a free handout.
be easy for a student or any other
Frank Mercer
person to acquire keys to any
Chemistry Junior building. Science classes, art

[Tao
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Janet Parker
building rooms, and music rooms
contain valuable and often
irreplaceable
equipment
necessary for academic instruction.
Furthermore, it was apparently
very easy for Treber to haul
equipment from different areas of
the building to the basement for his
own use. It could conceivably be
just as easy for someone to walk
out of a campus building with
hundreds of dollars of college
property. A simple alibi and a
convincing manner seem to be the
only necessary tools.
In view of the Treber incident,
the faculty, staff, administration,
security and students on this
campus should be more alert to
persons and things that don’t appear to be where they belong. A
simple double-check of an unusual
situation may pay off.
Unfortunately, the intentions of
other persons who may be lurking
in the abandoned and isolated or
even frequently used areas of this
campus may not be as innocent as
Treber’s.
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Psychics seek to link past life with present
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By Susan Hathaway
To many of us nurtured on
television, the image of a
fortune teller conveys a
picture of an old crone
festooned with necklaces,
cackling over a crystal ball,
but there are two young
women living in the area who
completely disprove this
image.
Lynn Flautt is a tall, slim
woman with a soft voice who
makes her income giving
psychic readings and would
probably use a crystal ball
as a paper weight.
Donna
Schodowski,
slender and dark, thinks of
herself as a "channel,"
through which psychic
vibrations and perceptions
flow to her customers.
What both of these women
do is akashic record reading,
an ancient psychic practice
which in layman’s terms
involves reading a book the
akashic record) which has
everyone’s life written on it.
Karmas Recorded
According to Flautt, "a
person’s emotions, ideals,
feelings, dimensions and
thoughts are recorded," and
by "picking up past karmic
patterns," the reader can
analyze and advise the
subject.
Flautt said during a
reading she first asks the
person’s name and birth

date, then she relaxes, going
into a meditative state.
Next, "I begin to hear
quietly; it begins in a
detached way," she exFlautt
is
plained.
clairaudient, that is, ishe
hears the information from
the psychic world which she
tells her customers rather
than seeing visions of it.
"If I hesitate, I hear the
same sentence two or three
times," she related. "If I
don’t go ahead, I’ll lose it."
Helps subject
Flautt said her readings
usually consist of telling the
subject "things which are of
help to them now, like mood,
talents, and attitudes." After
the reading, she and the
subject will interpret the
things she has heard in light
of self-improvement.
Contrary to the "gypsy
image" of psychics, Flautt
said she never predicts
future bad occurrences.
"Future negative things
which come through can be
changed," she contended.
"Things which are definitely
going to happen won’t come
through."
Flautt said one aspect of
the akashic records is in
telling of past lifetimes. She
explained in this way people
can better understand and
contend with problems in
their current lives, since

Cosa Nuestra, KSJS
resolve radio conflict
A conflict between campus
radio station KSJS and the
student organization, Cosa
Nuestra, has been solved,

according to Jesus Orosco,
Cosa Nuestra chairman.
According to Orosco, the
conflict concerned the

VETERAN’S CLUB
MEETING
WHAT?
Re-election of Officers
Jobs Available - Harry Talbot
Loans - Bob Miller
Concert- Lou Colosimo
Charles Patrick, Assistant Director
Office of Veteran’s Affairs

nn

WHERE?

lers
S. I
ews

Office of Veteran’s Affairs
Building R, Room 110

WHEN?
February 28, 1974- 1 1:30 am
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amount of air time KSJS was
giving Cosa Nuestra.
Cosa Nuestra is a student
media organization which
broadcasts on KSJS and
KKUP, Cupertino, said
Orosco.
According to Orosco, the
problem arose when KSJS
cut the amount of air time it
had originally given the
organization.
"We had a preliminary
meeting with KSJS in
January and they gave us
nine and one-half hours of
broadcast time,"
said
Orosco.
"Several days later," he
continued, "they cut the air
time down to five and onehalf hours. We told them
(KSJS) that it wasn’t enough
time."
Cosa Nuestra then went to
the A.S. Council, according
to Orosco, and the council
directed KSJS to cooperate.
"KSJS then offered us
seven and one-half hours
weekly and we accepted,"
Orosco said.
Craig Anderson, program
director for KSJS, explained
"We originally planned to
give Cosa Nuestra nine and
one-half hours a week," said
Anderson, "but we ran into
scheduling conflicts.

Be Nice to Mice.
Thls

isCC k’S

revealed her daughter had
been an Indian with a name
meaning "Fire Bird."
Subsequent research showed
"Vanessa" can mean fire
bird.
Flautt agrees with her
friend and colleague Donna
Schodowski that everyone
has psychic abilities.
"But people are not aware

Driving
55
expensive

Book catalogs
.
Nixon crimes

from page one
Vallimont also said the
speed limit does not appear
to have saved him any
gasoline although it supposedly has saved lives and
resulted in fewer highway
accidents.
Doug Hill, economics
major, said he was the
victim of a traffic citation for
traveling 65 m.p.h. on return
from Los Angeles to school
three weeks ago.
"When traveling great
distances it is hard to drive
slower than the roads were
designed for in the first
place," Hill said.
Dennis Yameda,
art
major, said the 55 m.p.h.
speed limit seems to be
saving him gasoline because
he doesn’t have to fill his car
as often when he drives to
and from Los Angeles.
However, that same drive
takes him about two hours
longer than it did last year.
"The limit seems a lot
safer," Yameda said. "If
you hit someone at 55 it
probably won’t do as much
damage as at 75 or 80,"
The art student agreed he
too would travel much faster
if the limit is lifted.

"The thesis of the book is
almost explicitly given in its
title ’Perfectly Clear: Nixon
from
Whittier
to
Watergate,
said Dr.
Dennis Chaldecott, SJSU
English professor, in his
review of the book by Frank
Mankiewicz.
"Frank Mankiewicz uses
abundant evidence to assert
that the present Nixon of
Watergate is a man whose
character and pattern of
behavior were formed long
ago and have been consistent
ever since," he said.
Mankiewicz’s main point,
said,
is
Chaldecott
Watergate was "neither an
aberration in Nixon politics
nor a small insignificant part
of a larger whole," and this
would be "perfectly clear’
to anyone who had kept his
eyes open for the past two or
three decades."
The book catalogs and
discusses the "crimes and
misdemeanors of the most
corrupt president and the
most corrupt administration
in our history," he said.
Mankiewicz
discusses
Nixon’s successive campaigns in detail, Chaldecott
said, making "perfectly
clear" that fraud was involved in all of them.
"One could remark that
the catalog and discussions
in this book are repetitive.
However,
perhaps
Mankiewicz felt he had to
repeat himself, since the
American public seems
sadly hard of hearing and

Spartaguide
TODAY
SAILING ( LI B flleiN tonight in the
Almaden ii00111 at 8 Si Mere will he a
mot le
ALINIA LAMBDA DELTA grants tonight at
5 on the filth floor iif West ’tall
MONDAY
SOCIETY 81/11 THE ADS
EMF:NT DE
MANAGEMENT ineIs Inoght at 7 at
birba’s Restaurant in.tian Jose Dr ’I A
Igegis will speak on business and service
load inanatteinent
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& 71’1’
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it in a wine
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club
’ ttt a can it to tzen lemontele concentrate. plenty of ice and
lemon and orange .lices. liimak,
more just double. triple or quadruplt
everything.
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the 5, kadama. t he vi ine that tastes
a lot more han it costs.

of them or don’t use them,"
according to Schodowski.
She said before she perfected
her abilities, she used her
psychic powers "to find out if
my boyfriend was going out
on me," or "if the phone was
going to ring."
Read soul
But now Scholowski gives
akashic readings which she

Schodowski explained that
in one lifetime, she and her
daughter were sisters who
were both drowned in the
sinking of Atlantis. Thus, her
daughter "has always had a
fear of the water."
Schodowski said she has
had a few lifetimes in which
she committed suicide,
always stabbing herself in
the abdomen. Currently she
has had several operations
for unexplained stomach
problems.
In interpreting past lives
and present vibrations for
her customers, Schodowski
said she has one main
philosophy. She says "this is
where you are and this is
what you can do about it.
"Hopefully,
everyone
walks out of here with
something they didn’t have
when they came in," she
added.
Both Schodowski and
Flautt also believe in being
as truthful a recorder as it’s
possible to be and both place
much
importance
on
dreams, not only for what
dreams can tell them about
their customers’ problems,
but about major world
events.
"Lynn’s dreams are very
prophetic,"
Schodowski
said. "She dreamed the
whole Pakistan crisis three
weeks before it happened."

Kodak Road Show
rescheduled for tonight

slow to get the message,"
said Chaldecott.
Several reviewers have
commented unfavorably on
the book because they say
Mankiewicz lost his temper,
Chaldecott said.
"I however, tend to be
sympathetic,"
said
Chaldecott.
"I tend to be angry not just
with Nixon for what he has
done to the country, but with
the American public for
allowing Nixon to happen in
the first place."

The Kodak Road Show,
originally scheduled for
Tuesday,
has
been
rescheduled for today at 8
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom,

because of a mix-up in
scheduling, according to
Charles Sander, assistant
professor of photography.

AT BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!
WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY AWARDS

The Mather
Li lama thaw kit ".
Morris Dailey Auditorium

Friday, March 1st 7 p.m. & 10 P:rW.
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No man who has mastered the flying
skills it takes to fly and land a ship at
sea can be called an average pilot. And
the sense of accomplishment and satisfaction that he enjoys are also above
average. Which is only right. For the man
who would go places as a Naval Aviator
must pass through the most challenging
and demanding training program lobe
found anywhere.
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dream about my daughter
three days before she was
born. I was looking through a
baby book; the pages were
turning themselves and
finally stopped on the name
Vanessa," Flautt recalled.
Thus her daughter is
named Vanessa.
A later dream about one of
her daughter’s previous lives

describes as "the reading of
the soul’s records." Her aim
in giving the readings is
much the same as Halal’s.
"I deal with people, the
problems they meet and how
they can change themselves," she explained.
However, she is also very
with
reinconcerned
carnation and often uses
such information to help
people in their present lives.
For example, she was
reading for a woman who
was very concerned about
her son. After meditating,
Schodowski saw a previous
lifetime in Spain for the son
and after discussing this
with the mother, they
other
this
discovered
lifetime explained much
which was happening in the
son’s current life.
Lifetimes linked
According to Schodowski,
all our successive lifetimes
are
a
continuation,
"otherwise you couldn’t
work
out
previous
problems." She stated it
sometimes takes several
lives to resolve a major
difficulty.
She
also
contends
"Everyone who is more than
a mere acquaintance in your
life was someone in your life
before."
"My daughter was my
sister and my mother."
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Lynn Flautt reads the ’soul’s record’

over

Akadama Mama says,
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"there is always a resemblance to earlier lifetimes."
Flautt said she herself can
remember several previous
lives. Once she was a crippled girl who lived 2,000
years ago. During another
life she was a wealthy
woman who was spurned by
a haughty prince during the
16th century in England.
"I’ve had lifetimes in
Italy, Atlantis, .Egypt and
perhaps in China," she
confided.
Flautt attributes much of
her prophetic abilities and
perceptions to dreams.
Flautt has had a recent
dream which could be
significant. In this dream,
she saw Patricia Hearst "in
the city, in a boarded-up
building which could be their
the
S.L.A.’s)
old
headquarters." She saw
"brown -skinned
men,
perhaps Mexicans" there
with machine guns. In front
of the building Flautt saw
girls standing around.
Dreams of Hearst
She said she felt from her
dream that the medicine
these people were giving
Hearst "was giving her
migraine headaches and
making her cry out."
One dream she had conher
daughter.
cerned
Although her family was
expecting a boy, "I had a

m t"

Check your local
radio listings
for time
and station.
Tune in,
drink Bud,,
have fun!
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From Aviation Of ficer Candidate
School through Flight Training to the day
his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he
is tested; driven; pushed and tested again.
And for good reason. The Navy has
learned that without the will to succeed,
no man can he successful.
Which brings us to you. Do you have
what it takes to fly Navy1 Send in this
coupon and find out. Or talk with your
local Navy recruiter. Or, call him at

273-7377 (collect). Even if you’ve never
flown before, if you’ve got the desire,
you’re halfway there.
SEND TO:
AOC ROOM 813
FEDERAL OFFICE BLDG.
1515 CLAY STREET
OAKLAND, CA. 94612
Gentlemen
I like it. Please send more information on
what of takes to be a Naval Flight Officer.
Name

Age

Address _.
_

State

Zip

Current College Year
58 05661
Be a success in the New Navy.

_
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Volunteers aid board and care residents
By Joseph Pereira
The campus community may be guilty of thinking board
and care residents have no emotions.
That is wrong. They’re very loving, beautiful people" said
John Murphy, director of Community of Communities, a
volunteer organization designed to aid board and care
residents.
"Murphy believes members of the campus community:
hold biased and pre-conceived ideas about board and care
home residents.
We have established the most attitudinal stigma on board
and care residents," said Murphy, who holds a degree in
mental health care.
The majority of the residents are ex-patients from Agnew
State Mental Hospital, which shut down in June 1972.
As a result these patients have been hoarded into a
segregated section of town, unwanted by many, he said.
According to the SJSU housing authorities, 85 per cent of

the county’s mental health patients live in a 20- 25 block area
immediately east of the university.
It has been called a "mental health ghetto without much
professional care," according to Murphy.
In June 1972, aided by 15 volunteers, Murphy established
Community of Communities to help meet the needs of the
board and care residents.
"We started with a simple program of recreation and
companionship that was designed to provide a medium of
experience between the residents and the members of the
local community," Murphy said.
The seeming unwillingness of mental health professionals
to help the "socially unfit" prompted Community of Communities toward a rehabilitation program of its own.
The unit located at the Newman Center on Fifth Street
offers three basic programs. It capitalizes on the talents of
250 volunteers to instruct and share themselves and their
time with the residents.

Community of Communities coordinates an educational
program through which survival skills such as ability to
handle change, keep appointments, and take medication is
taught.
Murphy said he was shocked to discover the patients were
receiving 50 cents per day to take care of their clothing,
medical and dental care, personal hygine, transportation and
eakertairunent.
"Someone has to help them handle their financial affairs,"
he said. The patients, when capable are also helped to find
employment.
A second type of aid the center offers is a companionship
program between volunteer and patient. Murphy expressed
dismay at the way board and care residents have been
ostracized.
"No one wants to be responsible for them" he said.
Volunteers are encouraged to keep this in mind when they
assist the patients.

Murphy noted the patients were kept over-medicated
resulting in nonactivity. Accordingly, the program stresses
recreational aspects with sessions in folk dancing, yoga, and
astrology.
The Reagan Administration passed a Comprehensive
Mental Health Services Act in July 1969, transfering the
responsibility of the mentally ill from the state to counties
with populations over 100,000. It intended that patients’
contact with a normal community be increased.
However, Murphy complained, "Even though mental
illness is No. 1 in political talk, positive action is seldom
taken."
It was the first priority in the County Plan, but there’s been
no results, he said. The director blames this on society’s
attitude towards the patients.
"Moral and intellectual education has not changed this
society’s prejudice towards mental illness and mental
patients," Murphy said.
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The Delf ensignias and what he stands for
Campus

By Joan Baldwin
"Inside each of us is a
devil and an elf. Each day in
every way one tries to gain
power."
From these words Fran
SJSU
Crownover,
psychology major, and her
parents hope to form a small
enterprise.
This slogan comes tied to
the neck of a little red
creature they call a Delf,
which are now selling as
necklaces in small shops "to
spread the message his

chapter to help

Veterans contest bad discharges
Viet Nam Veterams Against the War - Winter Soldier
Organization VVAW has a local chapter on canipus to help
veterans with less-than -honorable discharges, according to
Louis Colosimo, outreach ounselor in the Office of Veterans
Affairs.
The VVAW-WSO has started a project known as Discharge
Upgrading Project ( DUE), which attempts to fight against
bad discharges.
Colosimo is coordinating the local chapter of DUP in
Building R on campus.
This office is a branch of the San Francisco and Oakland
offices, Colosimo said.
"They’re training me how to do this," he added.
The VVAW has an 80 per cent rate of success in upgrading
discharges Colosimo said.
"We have 40 guys who are trying to get their discharges
upgraded," Colosimo said.
"We are now in the process of trying to obtain their records
to prepare a legal brief," he added.
The law briefs are prepared by the Lawyers Military
Defense Committee of the American Civil Liberties Union
Foundation.
"Last year there were 85,000 less-than -honorable

discharges", Colosimo said. Of those 2,000 applied to get their
discharges upgraded while only 415 passed, he said.
"The chances of Third World people having their
discharges upgraded are slim in comparison to whites,"
Colosimo added.
One of the main problems with the less-than-honorable
discharges is that veterans are not able to receive assistance
from the Veterans Administration; Colosimo said.
"The VA is not responding to them," Colosimo said.
The counselor explained that the VA has guidelines they
follow before giving out benefits. If a veteran has been
tagged with anyone of the VA’s 10 list of offenses, then the
veteran cannot be given assistance. Colosimo cited examples
of desertion, willful and persistent misconduct, homosexual
acts, spying and more as causes for less-than-honorable
discharges.
"Ninety-five per cent of the veterans with less-than honorable discharges get turned down for their benefits," he
said.
The VA is limiting, instead of helping, the veteran has
much as they can he said.
As if they are giving him something from their pockets,
Colosimo said.

Compensation needed for table use

S. U. room charges debated
Charges for room space,
and the use of tables in and
out of those rooms were
debated at length Tuesday
by the members of the
Student Union Board of
Directors (SUBG
The subject of table
charges came about according to Ron Barrett,
Student Union director,
because his office has been
receiving more requests
from organizations to bring
in artists and crafts people to
sell their wares. Also
Women’s Week will be using
the Student Union and they
need to know how much the
charges will be.
Barrett stated, in a memo
he handed out at the

meeting, the Student Union
is not being adequatedly paid
for the table rentals at such
times and a new policy was
needed.
But exactly what this
policy should be was hard to
pin down.
Barrett suggested that
student
organizations
sponsored events be charged
$4 per day per table. Offcampus organizations be
charged $7 per day per table.
David Pacheco,
A.S.
treasurer replied
that
student organizations are
trying to make money to
keep their organiazations
going.
"Students would have to
pay again," Pacheco con -

Newsman to talk

on effects of TV
Hill Gill, veteran ABC
congressional correspondent, will speak at 8 p.m.
Monday in the new theatre at
West Valley College in
Saratoga.
Gill will speak on "TV:
World Impact if Instant
Information." He will cover
the effects of communication
satellites and also take a
critical look at his own
profession.
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Admission is free. Tickets
may be obtained at the
Office of Community Services in Campbell, or by
calling 379-9415, according to
a spokesman.

tinued. They have already
paid to use the Student Union
in their activity fee, he said.
Barrett said if the union
did not generate new income
sources, the students "would
pay more than the $20 fee."
"I don’t think the union is
really in serious trouble,"
Pacheco said.
Joe Crowder, assistant to
Pacheco who was officially
sitting in for him, proposed
that the Women’s Week
group, since that was the
first group to be using the
Student Union, be charged $4
per day, per vendors’ table.
The proposal was passed.
It
was
asked
that
representatives from the
Student
Community

Program
Involvement
1SCIP)
be at the next
meeting to give their views
on the room -table problem.

Job recruitment

Students interested in
summer camp jobs should
sign up now in the Part Time
and Vacation Employment
Office at 112 S. Ninth St, for
an
appointment
with
recruiters who will be on
campus tomorrow and again
on Wednesday, March 6.
Margaret
Wilkes,
placement counselor, said
this week’s representative
will be from Calamigos Star
C Ranch in Malibu, while the
San Francisco Bay Girl
Scout Council will be interviewing next week.
inineminiommmimmiusiommimminii
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represents,"
name
Crownover said.
Delf is a combination of
the words devil and elf.
"He represents the good
and bad in all of us. Once you
understand the two powers
in you, you can gain control
over them," Crownover
stated.
Croyvnover’s mother, a Los
psychologist,
Angeles
became acquainted with the
Delf when she was six years
old. He appeared in a dream
as "a mean devil and scared

me badly," she said.
Sixty years later, he
returned to her mother
unexpectedly in another
dream "but this time his
features had softened and he
was a kindly elf," Crownover
said.
Crownover said that her
mother asked the Delf
"What are you doing here?
Where have you been?"
The Delf reportedly told
her that he had come back to
give her awareness and to
guide her life.

Trial run
interviews
scheduled
The Student California
Teacher’s Association of
SJSU will sponsor mock
interviews with school administrators from 4-6 p.m.
March 5 - 6.
The interviews will be
irected at elementary and
secondary teaching students
and will attempt to illustrate
what a teaching interview is
like.
The March 5 interviews
will be in Ed. 100.

with Hallmark cards to have
them carry the Delf. They
also have a lawyer who is
busy securing patents for the
tie tacks, cards and other
items that will carry the
Delf.
"The Delf is pertinent
especially now in view of the
Exorcist." Crownover said.
"The conflict of good and
evil in the movie and the
conflict we have over good
and evil in our lives are quite
similar."

S.U. to close

Assistance ROTC
applications seeking
due Friday students
Students needing financial
aid for next year must apply
before Friday, according to
Richard Pfaff, assistant
director of financial aids.
Students who apply: before
the date will be eligible for
several
financial
aids
programs including Supplementary Educational
Opportunity Grant, and
scholarships and the work
study program.
Applications are available
in the Financial Aids office,
Admin. Bldg. Rm. 234.

Crownover
and
her
parents believe that the
insights gained from the Delf
are worth sharing with the
general public and have
written a book "Inside Each
of Us."
The book, which uses
balance as a theme, covers
such problems areas as
smoking, overeating and
sluggishness. It is written in
poetic
form
with
illustrations.
According to Crownover
they: are now negotiating

SJSU’s two-year Army:
ROTC program will be accepting applications through
May 1, according to Col.
Glenn Davis, SJSU military
science professor.
Davis said that of the 76
women
six
men and
currently enrolled, nine
cadets are financing their
educations largely through
Army ROTC scholarships.
According to Davis, all
cadets in their junior and
senior years receive $100 a
month for up to 10 months.
Davis said students interested in becoming an Rote
cadet must meet the Army’s
mental and physical standards and successfully
complete a six-week basic.
camp this summer at Fort
Knox, KY., for which they
will receive $400.

The Student Union will be
closed Saturday and Sunday
while the "Science and Spirit
Exposition"
uses
the
facilities, according to a
spokeswoman.
The games area will
remain open. Entrance is

through the lower pit side
door facing Ninth Street.
Hours are 8-1 a.m. Saturday
and 8 a.m. toll p.m. Sunday.
The exposition is open to
the public. Cost is $5 general
admission and $2 for SJSU
students.

ROY
EUGENE
Mr. Davis is a Dynamic Master of
Yoga and Teacher of Meditation for
over 20 years. He is the foremost
disciple of Pharamahansa Yogananda who will speak
at the Science and Spirit Convocation March 2nd &
3rd at the SJSU Student Union,
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Japanese call America ’dynamic’
By Joey Scanapico
In the eyes of two
Japanese students here on a

exchange
city
sister
program, America is an
interesting place to live.
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students,
Two
SJSU
Susumu Hiramatsu and
Yodo Nozaki, had such
impressions when they first
arrived in the United States
six months ago as part of the
San Jose sister cities student
exchange program.
Both Hiramatsu and
Nozaki are visiting America
as foreign exchange students
sponsored by Pacific Neighbors, a local organization
formed to promote friendship between San Jose and
its sister city, Okayama,
Japan.
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Yoko Nazaki and Susuma Hiramatsu

Former
politician
to speak

Last day
to add
classes

BERKELEY -Stuart
Udall, former Secretary of
under
Interior
the
Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson, will speak tonight
at 8 in the U.C. Berkeley
Pauley ballroom.
Udall is the board chairman for an environmental
consulting firm and the
author of two books.
Admission is $2.

Today and tomorrow
are the last days to add
classes. The deadline is 5
p.m. Friday.
Forms for adding may
be obtained from the
Registrars Office, located
on the corner of Fourth
and
San
Fernando
streets.

Each year, Okayama
sends two students overseas
to study at SJSU for one full
academic year. San Jose,
which is now in the process
of finding a pair of students
who want to visit Japan, flies
two students to Okayama for
a three-month stay during
the summer.
While overseas, students
are guests of families in
those sister cities. The only
expense to students, according to Dr. Kimie
Mushiaki, a member of
Pacific Neighbors’ board of
directors, is traveling expenses.
Nozaki, meanwhile, finds
certain American ways of
life hard to get used to.
"Everything
is
so
dynamic," said Hiramatsu,
a 22 -year -old junior, of
America. "The weather is
mild, the educational system
is fantastic and the people
are so easygoing."
American family living is
a new and challenging experience for the Okayaman
pair.
"So many people over here
( in the United States) enjoy
weekend vacations to go
skiing, golfing and having
fun," Hiramatsu said. "Over
in Japan, we work six days a

History Prof. Kulstein dies
for

Services for Dr. David
Kulstein, SJSU history
professor who died Saturday
after a short illness, were
held earlier this week.
Kulstein, who began his
teaching at SJSU in 1958, is
survived by his wife, Edith
and 11 -year-old daughter,
Deborah
Prior to coming to SJSU,
Kulstein taught at Michigan
University, Amhent College
and Harvard University.
He wrote "Government
the
and
Propaganda
Working Class During the
was
Second Empire," which
published in 1959. Kulstein
also had several articles

published including
"International Review of
Social History" and the
"Journal of Economic
History."
Kulstein received his B.A.

and M.A. from Washington
University in Missouri and
his Ph.D from Harvard.
Donations may be sent to
the Santa Clara Cancer
Research Center.

24 HOUR

SERVICE

otoi"’

BLACK E. WHITE
DEVELOPING & PRINTING
KOOACHROME MOVIES & SLIDES

PHOTOGRAPHIC

California’s Oldest Camera Shop
..
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
66 S 1s7

DOWNTOWN SAN IOSE
In] LINCOLN AVE WILLOW MN

SON REDWOOD AVE
119 UNIVERSITY AVE

week and don’t get mtulti
time for recreation."
Nozaki, meanwhile, fin*
certain AmeriCan ways of
life hard to get used to.
"It’s hard trying to adjust
to the fact that many
students live together," she
said, referring to unmarried
men and women rooming
together. "It doesn’t bother
me. It’s just that it’s not a
common practice in Japan."
"Music is a lot different
over here, too," Nokazi said.
’’Japanese people are much
more conservative in their
musical tastes. All this rock
’n roll Americans listen to on
the radio is too noisy."
Having experienced both
Japanese and American
universities, both Hiramatsu
and Nozaki find a big difference in the educational
systems in the two countries.
Hiramatsu, who attended
Kansai University in Osaka
for four years before coming
to San Jose, finds classes
very fulfilling at SJSU.
"In Japan, some of the
classes are as big as 500
people," he said. "The
smaller classes here make it
a lot easier to study.
"Besides, at American
universities, older people are
encouraged to go back to
school and better themselves
by
continuing
their
education," Hiramatsu said.
"I wish old people felt that
way in Japan."
Okayama University is
where Nozaki went to school

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley, Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail inc Books.
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL sign
ups now through Feb 25. Rosters
available in Student Activities
Office

NEED SMALL GROUP for Friday
night for audition call between 264
pnt 295 2430 Ask for Sue
WINDOWS IN CHINA movies and
discussion on China by lefty
McAfee, who travelled extensively
in China Feb 28 at 7 30 pm in ifC
141 FREE

SAN JOSE
POLO ALTO
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Australia,
OVERSEAS
JOBS
America,
Africa.
Europe,
S
Students all professions and oc
ovations S700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sight
seeing, Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO Dept. A-1,
P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, Ca
94925

SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect is looking
tor a lasting relationship wrth an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness 8.
companionship Call 2982306 aft 5

JOIN with us for a weekend with the
Hassidim from Berkeley. Call
441 S. 101h, 293.4188
PERSONALS - "We don’t get too
’personal’ at Bill’s College Phar
10th & E William
macy,
WOMAN SOUGHT Are you a petite,
shy female perhaps in her late
twenties? This male and you may
share a common bond Call 247 3754
YOUNG LADY WANTED to attend
Bay Area swing parties. 259 0196

HOUSE TO LEASE 3 bdrms Feb or
Mar 1. S250 , 1st & last 3 miles from
SJSU 954 Idlewood Dr S J Call 243
8168 7 am or after 7 pm

a.

CLEAN, QUIET, FURNISHED one
harm apt, II, elks Horn campus
Has much storage space, own car
stall, 8. many extra features 1135
rno &fully refundable deposit 556 S
5th St Apt 20, call 295 7513

Male
TELEPHONE SOLICITOR
(must be good) Sat E. Sun evenings
20 hrs week 175 00 or comm Green
Thumb Lawn Service 245 4920

TOWNHOUSE APT. II> bath Furn
blk from
Avertable March 1st
Eng Bldg 294 7788 or FIR 3277 after
7 P

trim
GARDENERHANDYMAN
shrubs, cut lawn, light maintenance
every Saturday afternoon 34 hours
STEADY Call 298 4900

RED BARRON RESTURANTE is now
accepting applications for part time
host, 8. IOW, cocktail waitress
Apply in person. Ask for Jay 923 6060

2 BEDROOM APT. S155. Art Studio or
basement 5.40. on 11th St Call 292
6106

LA DONNA APTS. 1 bedroom apts
1130 .44 new carpets and furn Quiet
atmosphere, near campus 385 5 4th
St Call Ben, 288-530] or JOhn 356
57013

SERVICES
RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service. Call Esche’s
251 2598
Close
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page 998.1869

LIBERAL MALE ROOMATE 18 21 to
share 3 bdrm house w one other
S100 plus uhl Call 298 0194 aft 5

MENLarge, cheerful rooms, snail to
wall carpel. furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St

ROOMATE WANTED M or F for clean
O brirm, 2 bth home Share w 2
others S80 per month Call 923.5199

I

STUDIO 5110 OR ROOM $60, both near
campus, 998 9510 or 295 7438 after 3
Pm

BEDROOM IN HOUSE, S100 rho
kitchen priv , color tv, Call Ann 923
3673

FURN. APT, two bdrm, ’1 blk from
SJSU
Rent cut $140. 4 closets
Girls 449 So 10th St 92 30 PM

FOR RENT Single rm
Horn ) 552
month, includes Oil. kit priv huge
storage space, etc etc Call 998 9526
ask tor mike Low 146 S 10th San
Jose Men only

LOST & FOUND

ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
per month
unfurnished
5125
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St Call for
an appointment
244 3650

Pick up your lost
LOST 8. FOUND
Bill’s College
Phar
student at
macy " 10th & E William

MODERN APTS. 460 S 4th St 5200
710 2 bdrrn ?bath. 1 harm
130 135 .
also sleeping ems at 575 Private
balconies, off St parking Tel 275
6669 or 293 5974

FOUND Small dog, mate, long hair,
gray tan 8. white. Call 967 0619

5 lines

200
250

6 lines

Cid

I lines

EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth
annual
un regimented
student programs 8 ads in Europe.
in Israel Europe
6 wks
8 wks
Contact Barbara Nevins
Europe
Student Services West, inc 2918240

-Prescriptions,
SERVICES
Cosmetics, and Photo finishing are
all served at Bill’s College Ph,
macy," 10th & E William

TRANSPORTATION "You can
walk, not ride to Bill’s College
Pharmacy,- 10th & E William

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
ADS
277-3175

Classified Rates
7 00

FLYING SOON? Well, "it pays to be
TWA"
Your TWA
young with
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225-726] can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 11 per
rent off with TWA Youth passport 8.
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 for Information after
5 00 For reservations call 2913 6600
or your local travel agent

SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
trip plus inter European
S349 rd
flights, rail passes, International ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West. 235 East St
Clara, No 710 or phone 2010301

MEN,
WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS.
No experience required Excellent
Perfect
Pay Worldwide travel
summer lob or career Send 53 00 for
information
SEAFAX. Dept
IC
P 0
Box 2049, Port Angeles.
Washington 98362

NEED responsible young couple to
manage apts Close to College Free
1 bdrm apt Call 997 2428

0
’too
ST SO

EUROPE
ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT
!SCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L.A
Calif 9000 TEL
12131 82E5669 or
17141 287 3010

PERSONALS

APT FOR RENT, couples only
2
furnish.] SUS
bOrrn
my
5100
deposit 441 So 5th St 195 0963

3 lines

TRANSPORTATION

BOOKBINDING Theses, Manuscripts,
collected papers, magazines etc .
Prompt service Day or Eve 356
1912

HOUSING - "We don’t deal in houses
at BM’s College Pharmacy " 10th &
E William

FRIENDLY FEMALE ROOMATE
over 21, good student to share 2
bedrm
2 bath apt
dishwasher;
airconditioned; complete gym Bike
to Stale
Call
anytime 297 1048
Eileen Rent 162 share or 590 own
room 8. bath

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle,
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding, You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and -a free white embossed album.
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details.
Photography by Dale Maggio 792.
2601.

to

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s
Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg
137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3544240 Los Gatos

QUIET UPSTAIRS RM, in pvt home
for straight, serious male student.
near SJSU 2916079

HOUSING

TYPIST, EXPERT. ACCURATE Can
edit papers and Masters Near City
College Mrs Aslanian 298 4104

FOR SALE -bicycle. good Iran
sportation, basket and bike lock
included. 517 Call /92 6614 alter 4 30

HOUSE TO SHARE. 3 Esdrrns 1 or 2
Males Feb or Mar 1 S75 to S80
my
3 miles from
SJSU , 954
Idlewood Or 5 J
243 8168 7 am or
after 7 pm

PARTTIME DEMO. needed for
Microwave ovens, Hr
Days ttev.
Will train Car necessary, 53 per hr
Company Rep on campus to in
terview Wed 27th Contact Miss
Wilkes at part time employ. cent
112 S 9th 277 2277

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount tor 30 CPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223

SMITH STANDARD TYPEWRITER
125 Singer port sew mach 525
Hoover upright vacuum 570 Cali
297 eon

WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living Setting 10 min
from campus near Curtner and Old
Two and Three
Almaden Road
Bedroom units and Townhouses,
furnish.] and Unfurnished, Patios,
pleasant
Spacious
Balconies.
grounds, Pool, Saunas, Rev Room,
Starting 5175 00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave. 266 1474

WAITRESS, cocktail and food, part
time. 21 yrs old Call 797 7209

DRIVER-STOCKCLERK to work 45
hours per day Hours flexible to fit
class schedule Most know city well
and have good driving record S2.15
an hour STEADY Call Mrs White
298 4900

FOOT LACK LIGHT
52395
COMPLETE 18" OLACKLIGHT
1,12 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 17 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS
75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES
AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (single)
in exchange for !iy hrs ranch 8.
home work per day Car necessary
14750
)
bath. 5 mi. to campus
Clayton Rd 258 1276.

HELP WANTED
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AUTOMOTORCYCLE INSURANCE TIREDOF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call C5IS, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused Call 269-8681 Of stop
by 404 So. 3rd St., Second floor (3rd
8. San Salvador)

4

cow IN e,

DELID

IS
ALSO
SHOWING AT

%

WAITRESS 8.
DELIVERY
BOYS
wanted Where? De Anza Hotel 233
W Santa Clara Come in between 2
and 4 pm Pay, 51 an hour

SAVE THIS AD. Most malor brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 25] 7018
after 5 pm

F

DEEP
THROAT

tirie99,3003,A

FRIDAY
FLICKS presents
lae
Godfather Starring Marlon Brand
Best Picture of the Year, three
Oscars Two shows 7 E. 10 pm Friday
at Morris Dailey Awl S1.00 by A Phi
0

COSMETICS,
VITAMINS
photofinishing 8. lots of strange
things At Bill’s College Pharmacy

Abell in4 Reverend I

taaltILYN

BOTH
THEATRES
OPEN
DAILY
AT
NOON,
ADULTS
ONLY’

STUDENTSiofic
qp Et..
40;4

GUYS AND GALS -join a college age
ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small class*,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrafia Grant, director. 241 1300

FOR SALE

anti

ttif GNP AND ONLY

ravirtPLIV,..

MASSUESE WANTED, top pay. Will
train Cali 732 8670 any day between
2 8 pm

PAINS? SEE AUTO TECH.
rnech specializing in Foreign
cars, Economy 8. Sports cars. Tune
up. repair & front end alignernent
Open Sat Bring this ad for discount
297 3690 799N lost

Feb. 28.
Marchl‘ Melba Royals

food," Nozaki admitted. "A
lot of the American food is
too oily."
Instead, the 20-year -old
Okayaman has to settle for
such delicacies as turkey,
gravy and artichokes among
the things she likes best.
"But my favorite is ice
cream," laughed Nozaki.
"Especially, with lots of nuts
in it."
What is Hiramatsu’s
favorite food in the United
States?
"It would have to be
tacos," he said.
Spoken like a true
American.

rrig-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

GAS

’

before getting into the
foreign exchange program
and the biggest difference
she noted between that and
SJSU was the number of
people on campus.
"Only about 7,000 people
attend Okayama University
on a campus as big as this
one," she said. "Things
seem like they’re so crowded
over here."
While Japan and the
United States differ widely in
politics, economics, and
religions, one of their biggest
everyday differences is the
food they eat.
"I miss eating Japanese

CLASSIFIED

AUTO INSURANCE Specializing in
Auto and Renter’s Insurance for
Students We have the lowest rates
All applicants placed
available
regardless of record
Call Mike
Foley 241 3900 or 3713 1335 for phone
Quotation

A

1816 HILLSDALE OPPOSi t l.IMCO S 081
COIN. HiLLS01.11 I CraDIN 541’t tOst

M

FOR
SALE
Les
Paul w
maple
den aster neck Vintage Gretsth 60
rrns Both 5700 Mint coed $32117
FOR SALE
"You name it. we
almost have it! at Bill’s College
Pharmacy " 10th & E William
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J.V.’s post third win

mitimirt ReamIs

SANTA CLARA player beats throw to first base despite defensive attempt by Spartan first baseman Dave lus.

Looking on from third base is Mark Carroll. Spartans Meet Cal State Hayward tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium.

Errors prove costly

Stanford tops SJSU
By Jim Esterbrooks
The SJSU baseball team played giveaway yesterday, and
the Stanford Cardinals happily accepted, with the result an
uninspiring 3-2 defeat for the Spartans on their home
diamond
Two of the three Cardinal runs were officially unearned,
and a strong case could be made for the third, as SJSU
squandered a 2-1 lead in the final two innings.
Errors by SJSU second baseman Mark Kettman in the
eighth and catcher Fred DiPietro in the ninth, and a ninthinning balk by Steve Gordon-Forbes gave life to an otherwise
lethargic Stanford offense.
Stanford took a 1-0 lead in the second inning when Mark
Lucich doubled, a advanced to third on a sacrifice, and
trotted home on a grounder back to the mound. Gordon Forbes simply forgot about Lucich on the play, and calmly
threw Ray Anderson, the batter, out a first.
The Spartans came back with two runs in the fifth though,
when Mark Carroll cracked a double to left to score DiPietro
and Dave lus.
The Cardinals trailed until the eighth, when they combined
a base hit, Kettman’s error and two sacrifices to tie the
score.
However, the Spartans threatened to take the lead right
back in their half of the eighth. A pair of singles with two
away by Dan Mays and Rob Brassea put Mays in scoring

position, but Steve Macchi grounded to third to stunt the
rally.
In the top of the ninth, the Spartan defense again supplied
the boost for Stanford. Steve Davis led off with a single off
shortstop Brassea’s glove. On an attempted pick-off, Gordon Forbes stopped in the midst of his move and was charged
with a balk, so Davis took second.
The Spartans went after him again, this time on an attempted pick -off from catcher DiPietro down to second.
However. neither Brasses or Kettman were within 10 feet of
the base when the ball sailed by into centerfield, so Davis
accepted the final Spartan gift and took third. Kim Hannaford, a diminutive third baseman with a .429 batting
average, flied out to mediaurn rightfield, scoring Davis,
despite rightfielder Macchi’s strong throw.
Coach Gene Menges was understandably upset with his
team, and wasted no time saying so.
"We gave them all three runs on totally stupid plays. You
won’t win a damn game that way," he said.
Of the errant pick -off attempts he said, "We shouldn’t be
foolin’ around with pickoffs in the ninth inning. It’s just
stupid."
Menges squad will be in action at home again Friday at
2:30 against Cal State Hayward, who he termed "a real good
baseball team."

By Blaise Cacti-en
On a cold, damp afternoon,
which gave pitchers a
distinct advantage over the
hitters the SJSU freshman
baseball team recorded its
third victory withaut a loss
this season by downing Santa
Clara High Tuesday, 5-0, at
Washington Park.
Spartan hurlers John
Nicosia and Rich Carrillo
completely baffled the host
Panthers as they combined
to limit Santa Clara to only
two hits in the seven-inning
contest.
in all three of the team’s
games, went the first six
innings to get die win. He
struck out six hitters and
walked only one, while
Carrillo, a recent addition to
the team, fanned two of the
last three batters to get the
save.
SJSU, meanwhile, was
held to only four hits ’out
managed to clump three of
them into the fifth inning for
all five of its runs.
weather
cold
"The
definitely was a factor in the
game," said coach Sam
Piraro, "the hitters weren’t
making solid contact, and
weren’t getting around very
well on most of the pitches."
"Nicosia did a great job
for us and he’s only our
number three pitcher, and
we’re happy to have Carrillo
on the team," added Piraro.
Carrillo just recently
joined the team after pitching last year at West
Valley College. Piraro sees
Carrillo as a spot starter and
reliever and his addition to
the team gives the pitching
staff a total of seven hurlers.
The hitting, however,
needs some improvement.
SJSU, after being shutout
by Santa Clara starter
Manny Savalo for three
innings and by reliever
Wayne Ennison in the fourth,
came to life in the fifth.
Taking advantage of an
error by the Panther shortstop, on Stan Conte’s
grounder, the Spartans got
their big rally going.
Following the infield misque

Krikorian begins 20th season
By George I.. Phillips
Once again its time for the
tennis courts to be taken by
an SJSU squad led by coatch
Butch Krikorian. It will be
the 29th time.
Twenty years at one job
tends to wear on a man.
Krikorian looks like he just
got started. He is still full of
the enthusiasm of a first or
second year coach.
One reason may be that, in
the past 19 seasons as the
Spartan mentor, his tennis
teams have never had a
losing season usually thes.
are better than .750.
The big question, of
course, is: How will the 29th
season go?
"We were really expecting
to have an outstanding team
this year," Krikorian said.
"We had a couple of things
set us back a little though,"
he added.
The things he is refertng to
are the losses of Bruce
Kellock and Dennis Gibson.
Kellock had surgery on his

Ice
Skating
OWL
SESSION
Join the Fun
Fri & Sat
Nights,
1030 12 30

knee and has been in such
pain after work-outs that he
has dropped from this
season’s competition.
"Gibson was lost to the
five -year -rule." explains
Krikorian explained. "We
thought he was alright
because he had been in the
service but it was ruled that
he was also in school that
semester so the service
waiver was not allowed."
Both men had figured
strongly in the plans of this
year’s team. with Kellock
being a top singles and
doubles player. Gibson was
to have teamed with Andy
Moffat to form the No. 1
doubles team on the squad.
"It’s now up to the men
further down the ladder to
pick up the slack and keep us

in there," said Krikorian.
crown with Long Beach
That ladder consists of State," he said,
With twenty years of exMoffar as the No. 1 man and
Bob Hansen, a junior college perience behind him, one
transfer, as No. 2.
might expect Krikorian
The rest of the squad is
made up of Joe Meyers,
Terry
Rodgers,
Tony
Yvanvich, and Bruce Antal.
With the exception of
Hansen, the entire team
played for Krikorian last
year.
"The ladder will probably change
as
the
year
progresses and some of the
fellows improve," explained
Krikorian. The order of the
ladder is determined by play
between the members of the
team during the year.
Krikorian is still expecting
a good year. "We are going
to fight for the conference

East Africa Study Tour
’iporm.ored hs ( aliturnia State University, Chico
and the Alma,. ’,ruche. Area Program

June 26 to August 24

SAlu JOSE

238-0440

tilt. Gordon Gunther and
Gary Yais are scheduled to
share pitching duties for
SJSU.
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The Associated Students Presents

SOCIAL AWARENESS SERIES

BRANDO
MARLON
THE MAN WHO SELLS WAR.
The bloodier
the battlethtifehipglinceer.

Htoernagneg
a fiwtune
on this one.

III I()
PONIFuttivo

Sun, MARCH 3 -7 & lOpm- 504
MORRIS DAILEY
_
_ 7__..AUD.
LOOK FOR BATT LE OF ALGIERS ANT THE WA!: GUAL Q’SPONSOREV So
THE
ON MARCH rich IN Tiff Stl BALLROOM,. . . ERIE ! ! ,
AA71- IMPERIALIST COORDINATING COMMITTEE

knows what he’s talking
about.
Tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. the
team will meet Chico State
at the south campus.
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SPECIAL
(with this ad)

Pants

6 UNITS CREDIT
COST $1,474

EmSTRIDGE MAL

The Spartababes will try to
collect their fourth win this
afternoon by traveling to San
Jose City College for a 2:30

Ted’s is a San Jose First....
A FACTORY OUTLET STORE
carrying discounted new fashions from all major
California manufacturers

v4".

eastridge
ICE ARENA

Conte stole second and went
to third as catcher Allen
Stokes poked a perfect bunt
single down the third base
line.
Tim Connelly walked to
load the bases with no outs,
and John Woolf, hitting ninth
in the order, blooped a single
to rightfield to drive in the
first two runs of the game.
Following Woolf’s basehit,
Sam Nichols tripled up the
alley in right -center to
collect a pair of RBI’s and
Phil Eads sacrifice fly to
drive in Nichols closed out
the scoring.
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other stores to 122
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other stores $32-45
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343 S 1st Downtown San Jose Inext to Fox Theater)

